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Embracing Ruby - Bridging the gap to the automated tomorrow

In an age where budgets are becoming tighter, processes more complex and the data we work with
grows larger; the need to reach outcomes faster and more precisely continues to become more important.
It is now clearer than ever the traditional approach to problem solving is outdated and unable to keep up
with modern issues and expectations.

Ruby has been a continuously evolving feature of InfoWorks and InfoAsset for many years that has
progressed into an incredibly powerful platform backed by the Exchange API. Up until recently, common
implementations of Ruby would be a simple stand in where SQL queries were unreliable or impractical,
with higher level manipulation features rarely utilised.

Delving deeper into what Ruby and Exchange is capable of, it has become evident that we had only
scratched the surface of what is possible, leaving the platform vastly underutilised. Understanding Ruby’s
place in InfoWorks and InfoAsset unveiled a huge potential, that was key to how processes could be
developed going forward and core to tackling these modern problems.

Utilising Ruby via Exchange, it is now possible to create links to purpose built or existing automation
platforms that can be derived from a variety of software programming languages. Such an implementation
using Ruby could now take a previously entirely manual process and automate it end to end. This could
fully encompass common time-consuming processes such as data import, export, mass manipulation,
simulation and analysis.

Through this, the door has now been opened to running processes on an unprecedented scale, driving
efficiencies and achieving levels of precision against timescales that we previously would not have been
deemed possible. In this paper we will explore the massive opportunities that embracing Ruby brings,
building an overview of some of the key possibilities and impacts of such implementation as well as what
else the future could hold for it.


